Thomas W. Swaddle, Jörgen Rosenqvist, Ping Yu , Eric Bylaska, Brian L. Philiips , and William H. Casey (2005) Kinetic evidence for fivecoordination in AlOHaq2+ ion, Science, vol. 308, pages 1450 Science, vol. 308, pages -1453 Computational geochemistry Computational geochemistry --Trivalent aluminum ions Trivalent aluminum ions 1 st coordination shell of Al 3+ is an unsolved problem.
pH < 3.0, exists almost entirely as the octahedral Al(H 2 O) 6 3+ ion (pH > 7), has a tetrahedral Al(OH) 4 structure. In the biochemically and geochemically critical pH range of 4.3 to 7.0, the structures are less clear. Many species, such as AlOH (aq) 2+ , exist and are traditionally assumed to be hexa-coordinate. The kinetics of proton-and water exchange on aqueous Al 3+ , coupled with AIMD simulations, support a five-coordinate Al(H 2 O) 4 OH 2+ ion as the predominant form of AlOH (aq) 2+ under ambient conditions. This result contrasts Al 3+ with other trivalent metal aqua ions, for which there is no evidence for stable penta-coordinate hydrolysis products.
Computational actinide chemistry -Uranyl (UO 2 2+ ) ions
Experimental and simulated extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectra of UO 2 2+ in water are in perfect agreement. 
Plane-wave basis sets, pseudopotentials are used to solve PDE
Why do we need a second per step?
Current ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations for 10 to 100 picoseconds can take several months to complete Algorithm 1: Serial algorithm for calculating exact exchange in a planewave basis Input: -N g x N e array Output: K -N g x N e array for m=1,N e for n=1,m (:) An incomplete butterfly implementation of exact exchange has been implemented that makes judicious use of data replication Overall performances of our AIMD are reasonable Serial and threaded optimization on-going Communications overheads are still and issue -we are currently exploring latency hiding techniques via run-time substrates that implement a dataflow execution model (Taragon) Significant progress has been made in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and scalability of AIMD methods in recent years.
However the algorithms and implementations of these methods need to be constantly upgraded to capture the performance of emerging computers To handle extended systems, we replace the Coulomb interaction by a screened Coulomb interaction:
This kernel is nearly equal to 1/r for r<R and rapidly decays to 0 for r>R.
•Wannier functions constructed from single -point Kohn-Sham Bloch states, have infinitely many artificial periodic replicas.
• To use the plane-wave method to calculate E Exch , one has to limit integration to a single unit cell. Algorithm 2: Parallel algorithm for calculating exact exchange in a plane-wave basis using a two-dimensional processor grid Input: -(N g /Npi) x (N e /Npj) array Output: K -(N g /Npi) x (N e /Npj) array Work Space: -(N g /Npi) x N e array K -(N g /Npi) x N e array N e = total number of orbitals Np = total number of processors, where Np=Npi*Npj Npi/ Npj = size of column (row) processor group taskid_i/j = rank along the column (row) processor group (:,:), (:,:) = 0 s=taskid_j*(N e /Npj); e = s+(N e /Npj); (:,s:e) = Row_Reduction( ) counter = 0 for m=1,N e for n=1,m if counter==taskid_j then (:) Column_FFT_rc( ( (:,m) *. (:,n)) ) V (:) Column_FFT_cr ( The EXAFS spectra for the UO 2 2+ +64H 2 O and UO 2 2+ +122H 2 O simulations were simulated using MD-EXAFS procedure of Palmer et al.. As input to this procedure an ensemble of UO 2 2+ (H 2 O) n clusters were generated from every 60 fs of the AIMD simulation in which the 100 nearest atoms to the uranium atom were extracted subject to periodic boundary conditions. Each cluster of the ensemble was then used as input into the FEFF electron multiple scattering code to generate the EXAFS fine structure factor and its windowed transform, i.e.
Calculating

